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Constructions of building parts of the CLT has slow 
char, which means high fire resistance in both 
load-bearing and separating structures. Construc-
tions of building parts of the CLT from “Cross Timber 
Systems” manufactured with a fire rating of up to 
R120.

The fire resistance of the building components and 
structures may be classified into different classes of 
fire or combinations. The different classes specifies 
different types of functional requirements. Normally, 
given the class designation also a figure, which 
shows what time the functional requirements are 
met on a standardised test.

R = Carrying capacity. Time, which is the structural 
element is able to withstand the current load of the 
normal fire development phase.

E = Integrity. Time, whose structural element main-
tains its integrity against flames or hot gases 
standard fire situation.

I = Insulation. The length of time required to gener-
ate the temperature rise in the cold side of the 
structural element, usually 140 ⁰C.

Fire protection
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Fire protection

“Cross Timber Systems” CLT floor, wall and roof or any 
special parts are assigned to Euro class D-s2-d0 
according to (EN 13501-1).

Construction products are usually classified accord-
ing to harmonized test methods in Euroclasses A1, 
A2, B, C, D, E and F.
Products classified in a given classes have to satisfy 
all the requirements for any lower class and products 
sorted in A1 and A2 classes are non-combustible 
(cement, concrete, minerals, glass, fiberglass, rock 
wool, ceramic, etc.), materials certified from B to F are 
combustible in ascending order.
Flooring materials are classified according to the 
same classes A1, A2, B, C, D, E and F followed by the 
abbreviation “fl” flooring.

Building authority
requirements

Euroclass according
to EN 13501-1

Uniform board thickness

No smoke No dripping / dropping while burning

Normal
�ammability

D - s1, d0
D - s2, d0
D - s3, d0 E

Additional class Level de�nition
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Smoke emission 
during combustion

Droplets/particles 
during combusiont

absent or weak

average intensity

high intensity

no dripping

slow dripping

high dripping
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